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What would you do if you were principle for a
day? If I was principle for a day, I would begin
by placing teachers on vacation sending them to
Jamaica. That way, students can do whatever
they want to do. Then something cool I would do
is order skates so, fourth and fifth graders can
skate. If a student does not know how to skate,
he/she can watch TV or play on the computer.
Then, if a student is hungry he/she can eat all
the food he/she wants. The students that are
good will go out to eat. We would get the money
from the school. That is what I would do if I
were principle for a day.
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I am going to be principle for one day. I am going
to tell you what I will do. I am going to make
that day paint-ball day because school is fun. I
am going to add a little more action to school.
Students and staff members will be given
paint-ball dispensers to have for a free for all
competition in school. If a person gets hit 10
times he/she has to go back to class and he/she
will have twice as much work and homework for
the week. The last one standing will receive no
homework for a week. Also, when a person has
P.E., he/she will get to play on the Wii for P.E.
time. That person will also receive one extra
hour of recess if he/she was one of the last
fifty people standing in the paint-ball competition. I will also give the winner of the school
spelling bee 10lbs. of candy. The cafeteria will
serve anything a person wants. So that is what I
am going to do if I were principle for a day.
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I am so excited I get to be principle at my
school today! It is 8:30 a.m. and the bus should
be picking me up now. “Uroom!” “Uroom!” “Come
on in Mr.” said Mr. Wheels, the bus driver. I was
so excited that I jumped in and tripped over the
stairs on the bus. Everyone laughed and made
fun of me the principle, so I made all of them
walk to school, then I said, “who‛s laughing now!”
“Eeee!” The bus screeched as it stopped. Here I
was at C.L.C middle school. I entered through
the office doors, and went to my office. There
was a stack of papers on my desk. I knew being
a principle was hard, but come on! Now, the fun
started. I gave all classes six hours of recess or
free time that was the whole school day! I
allowed skateboards and bikes at “my” school.
The best part was that I could keep a close eye
on people. If someone was doing something that
they were not supposed to be doing I would call
helicopters to drop paint bombs on them! Ha! I
just dumped a bomb of paint on this kid because
he started a food fight. How much better can
this job get. Wait, it gets way worse. I have to
do a mountain of paper work. I had an idea I
would run away. Yes! I ran out the door across
the street and got into my car. Yes, I have a car,
and went home. Wow! That was a cool day.
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READING QUIZ
1. What would Tela do if she were principal
for a day?
A. Sleep in
B. Send teachers to Jamaica
C. Order pizza for everyone
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Here is my chance to introduce, elaborate, and
review on some of the reasons why pre-k was my
favorite grade. My three main reasons are, you
get easy homework, get to color pictures, and
you get to take naps. Primarily, pre-k was my
favorite grade because we had easy homework.
It‛s like you don‛t have to do writing, reading,
and math at night. You didn‛t have to sit there
and read. You didn‛t have to sit there and do
math problems like fractions or decimals, and
you didn‛t have to write. Math is easy, but when
you get to 4th grade you‛ll see my pain. Some
readings are easy and let me tell you, some are
not. Writing is easy, but you always have to plan.
If you like my first explanation you will love
what comes next. Moving along, pre-k was my
favorite grade because you could also color. I
love to color. It was my favorite thing to do
when I was in pre-k. I would make pictures like
the moon, sun, sky, and even the beach. Sometimes my teacher would give me pictures to
color and when I finished I would give them to
her. Pre-k was a BLAST including the coloring,
but when I got to 4th grade, you know things
changed. You‛ve come one step closer to understanding why pre-k was my favorite grade. Ultimately, pre-k was my favorite grade because I
could take naps. When I take naps I sleep like a
baby, to tell you the truth I snore. But, those
naps always refreshed my memory and it felt
good. So when you take naps in pre-k you wake
up, eat, and do some work. There is no doubt
that pre-k was my favorite grade. Now you
should have a clear understanding on why pre-k
was my favorite grade. My three reasons are;
you get easy homework, you get to color, and you
get to take naps.
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I assure you my reasons will be fascinating as
well as concise on why 2nd grade is my favorite
grade it is my favorite grade because the teachers do fun learning activities, you can learn cursive and the teachers are nice. For starters, I
think 2nd grade is my favorite grade because
you do fun activities. When I was in 2nd grade
we had tickets with our name on them and every
week on Friday the teacher would put her hand
in the box and pick a name. The name she picked
would get to choose a prize from the prize box.
That is why 2nd grade is my favorite, because
you do fun activities. To make sure I spark your
curiosity on why I think 2nd grade is my favorite
grade. It is my favorite grade because you can
learn cursive. Cursive is my one and only favorite. It seems so fancy. To some people it just
looks like squiggles, but I have a passion for it.
In the middle of the school year my teacher
started teaching us cursive. Here and there
squiggle, squiggle, and squiggle that‛s all we
CONTINUED ON PAGE 4

